NRMA Insurance
Wild Weather Tracker
ISSUE FOUR – SUMMER 2021-22

Community concern about wild weather and climate change rising
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INTRODUCTION

Summer 2021-22 has
seen unprecedented
weather events
impact many parts
of Australia.
For more than a decade, we have
outlined that greater investment
in mitigation is critical to protect
communities and reduce the
impacts of natural disasters.
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At the time of writing, the full impact of record floods hitting parts of south-east Queensland and northern NSW was still being determined.
Tragically, the floods have resulted in the loss of lives with entire towns submerged under floodwater. As ever, NRMA Insurance is working
with communities, and our partners at the NSW SES and Australian Red Cross, to help people and businesses get back on their feet as quickly
as possible.

While parts of Australia’s east were hit with record floods, South Australia
also experienced a flood emergency in January and parts of Western
Australia sweltered through the hottest summer on record, resulting in
catastrophic bushfires hitting the state.
For more than a decade, we have outlined that greater investment in mitigation can save lives, property and critical infrastructure which is critical for
protecting communities and reducing the impacts of severe weather and natural disasters.
This fourth edition of the Tracker sees the inclusion of Western Australia and South Australia for the first time. In this edition we analyse NRMA
Insurance claims data for summer 2022 (December 2021 to February 2022) and new research of more than 3,500 Australians into community
attitudes towards severe weather, climate change and disaster preparedness. Our research found that concern about the growing impact of climate
change and natural disasters is the highest it’s been since we began our quarterly research in May 2021. Seventy-two per cent (72%) are worried
natural disasters are becoming more frequent and severe, while more than three quarters (78%) recognise that climate change is driving this.
As the recently released Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report warns, severe weather events like the summer floods and bushfires will
occur more frequently and with a higher intensity. It is crucial that all of us heed these warnings and consider how we can work together to better
protect communities from severe weather.
We need everyone who brings expertise in understanding the impacts of severe weather events to be at the same table, sharing their data and
insights. That means insurers, banks, governments, councils and builders who can provide input and clear information before people make
important decisions like buying a house. Improving education around this will achieve fairer outcomes for these vulnerable communities.
We hope the Tracker provides some useful information that helps encourage people, communities and governments to take action now, before
the next event hits.
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager Natural Perils
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Summer 2021-22 snapshot:
NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA
Record summer flood claims mark end
to one of the wettest summers on record

How summer 2021-22 compares

NRMA Insurance data reveals above average wild weather home claims this summer as 		
Australians faced record rainfall, floods and heatwaves.

60k

Queensland set a new record for summer wild weather home claims, while nationally NRMA
Insurance also received a record number of summer flood claims (for both home and car damage).

50k

The full impact of the record floods across Queensland and NSW is still being assessed
(and will feature in the next edition of the Tracker looking at claims from March to June 2022).

40k

30k

Summer 2021-22 severe weather home claims

15,213

total severe weather
home claims

20k

52.5% higher than
summer 2020-21

10k

0
15-16

1,413

car and home
claims for flood

67.5%

of all home claims
from wild weather

STORM

16-17

HAIL

17-18

FLOOD

18-19

CYCLONE

19-20

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

¹Noting NRMA Insurance home claims data goes back to 1 September 2015
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20-21

21-22

EARTHQUAKE

Summer
2021-22 snapshot
Latest community research
Our research* shows more Australians than ever are worried about extreme weather and the
impacts of climate change.

are worried natural disasters are becoming more frequent
and severe (the highest proportion since NRMA Insurance
begun the quarterly survey in May 2021), while 78%
recognise that climate change is driving this

14,128

72%

14,128
14,128
14,128
When we asked Australians what natural peril they are most worried about causing
damage to their properties, they said:
1. Hail

31%

38%

2. Bushfires

3. Heavy Rain & storms

24%14,128 23%

4. Floods

5. Cyclones

6. Lightning

9%

8%

6%

Only 38% of Australians think their local Federal MP is doing enough to protect their community from the impacts of climate change
and severe weather

* Online survey of over 3,500 Australians conducted on behalf of NRMA Insurance by PureProfile in February 2022 (1,005 QLD residents, 1,005 NSW residents, 502 ACT residents, 505 SA residents and 505 WA residents).
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Community

preparedness
Which states and territories feel most prepared for wild weather?
We asked 3,500 residents (across NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA) to rank on a scale of 1 to 100 how prepared they feel to respond to
wild weather. A score of 1 represents ‘not prepared at all’ while 100 is ‘as prepared as I can be’.

ACT
57/100

NSW
58/100

1st

3rd

WA
57/100

2nd

SA
60/100

QLD
63/100

2nd

NSW
60/100

4th

ACT
56/100

Please note: The preparedness rating is based on a self-assessment (rating preparedness on a scale of 1-100) conducted via an online survey by PureProfile in February 2022 (1,005 QLD residents, 1,005 NSW residents, 502
ACT residents, 505 SA residents and 505 WA residents). It is intended as an indicator of community preparedness only to help encourage action not as a comprehensive assessment of community preparedness
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14,128 14,128 14,128
Looking ahead

A wet forecast for autumn 2022

MAR

APR

MAY

NRMA Insurance Meteorologist Dr Bruce Buckley says it’s likely
to be a wetter than average autumn and winter 2022:
“Rainfall through April to August is likely to be above median for
large parts of Australia.
Although La Nina may technically return to neutral conditions by
winter, the large scale Pacific Ocean sea temperature anomalies
will continue to support fairly widespread rain events for central and
eastern Australia through the remainder of autumn and winter.
Until mid-April, coastal tropical cyclone, monsoon, and hybrid
low impacts are still elevated for the west coast of Western Australia
as well as the east coast of Queensland with severe coastal
impacts possible.
The most consistent periods of heavy rain look likely to affect a fairly
large area over south-east Queensland, central and eastern NSW,
and the east of Victoria. Severe thunderstorms and flash floods will
be possible in these areas, with some pockets of large hail possible.
There will be below average bushfire risk for central/eastern states
but remaining higher than normal for south and west WA due to
drier and much hotter than normal conditions.”
8

About Dr Bruce Buckley and the NRMA Insurance Natural Perils
team
With over 40 years’ experience, Dr Buckley provides NRMA Insurance with
a wide range of technical advice on all aspects of meteorology and climate
change. He is an expert in the field, holding a PhD in Mathematics (Numerical
Weather Prediction) from the University of New South Wales.
Dr Buckley is part of our Natural Perils team, which is made up of climate
scientists, meteorologists, hydrologists, engineers, statisticians and actuaries.
Their job is to understand extreme weather events so they can accurately
assess the risks customers face, while also looking at what we can do to help
customers and communities mitigate those risks.

Summer 2021-22
New South Wales snapshot
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NSW summer
claims overview
Parts of NSW experienced their wettest
summer in 30 years. Full impact of flood
crisis to be known in autumn.
The La Nina weather system impacting Australia’s east coast resulted in
the wettest summer in 30 years for parts of NSW. As summer transitioned
to autumn in NSW, the state was hit with record rain and floods – NRMA
Insurance will report on the impact of these floods in the next edition of
the Tracker (autumn).

severe weather
home claims

45k
40k
35k
30k
25k
20k

Home claims in summer 2021-22

9,507

How summer 2021-22 compares - NSW

70%

of all NSW home claims were
the result of severe weather.
This is around 75% in a
typical NSW summer.

15k
10k
5k
0

Motor claims in summer 2021-22

12,093
10

severe
weather
motor claims

15-16

28%

of all motor claims were
caused by severe weather.
This is around 31% in a
typical NSW summer.

STORM

16-17

HAIL

17-18

FLOOD

18-19

CYCLONE

19-20

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

20-21

21-22

EARTHQUAKE

NSW areas most impacted by
wild weather in summer 2021-22
Sydney’s Northern Beaches was the hardest hit region in summer* (December-February) after the region was hit with intense and fast-moving
storms in December 2021. The Riverina and Murrumbidgee region was the second hardest hit region followed by the Central Coast.
* Given the major storm and flooding which hit NSW in late February and early March, a detailed breakdown of these claims will feature in the autumn edition of the Tracker released in June.
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Rank

Region

Rank

Towns/suburbs in NSW

1

Sydney’s Northern Beaches (11.3% of claims)

1

Griffith

2

Riverina and Murrumbidgee (7.7% of claims)

2

Cromer

3

Central Coast (7.5% of claims)

3

Dee Why

4

North-West Sydney and Blue Mountains (7.3% of claims)

4

Wheeler Heights

5

Central Northern Sydney and the Hills (6.9% of claims)

5

Narraweena

6

Newcastle and Hunter Valley (6% of claims)

6

Collaroy Plateau

7

Upper North Shore and Hornsby (Sydney) (4.6% of claims)

7

Collaroy

8

The Capital region (4.2% of claims)

8

Narrandera

9a/9b

Richmond-Tweed (Northern Rivers) (4.2% of claims)

5a/5b

Kenthurst and Leura (equal)

10

Central West (3.5% of claims)

10

Narara

14,128

NSW
community
14,128
preparedness

60/100

down from 62 in spring

More NSW residents than ever are concerned about natural disasters
and the impact of climate change of their communities. However this
concern is not translating into proactive steps to prepare.

71%
49%

are worried natural disasters are becoming more
frequent and severe (67% in spring)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready (no
change since spring)

14,128

77%

14,12814,128

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent
and severe
(73% in spring)

14,128

When NRMA Insurance asked NSW residents what natural peril they were most worried
about causing damage to their properties, they said:
1. Hail

31%

2. Heavy Rain

71 -+
12

26%

highest level of
concern nationally

3. Bushfire

Summer 2021-22
NSW wild weather
ready score*

4. Floods

22%14,12810%

5. Lightning

6. Cyclones

7%

5%

The best prepared region in NSW is the Mid-North Coast (selfassessed preparedness rating of 71/100). The region that feels least
prepared is Sydney’s Northern Beaches and North Shore (54/100).

46%

took steps during
summer to prepare
for severe weather
(down from 50%
in spring)

56%

plan to take steps
to prepare in
autumn (down
from 61% in spring)

1.19

million

NSW households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (39%)

Despite concern about wild weather growing, fewer NSW
residents feel prepared and less people are taking regular
steps to prepare their homes and families.
This is a concern as we head into another wet autumn amid terrible
storms and floods. As the tragic events of recent weeks have
highlighted, severe and damaging wild weather can strike at any
time. That’s why it’s so important to do whatever you can to prepare,
throughout the year. This includes having an emergency
plan and kit and knowing how to stay safe when wild
weather hits.
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager, Natural Perils

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 1,005 NSW residents via
an online survey in February 2022. The score represents the average response for NSW residents to
the following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ and 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (61% feel prepared, 39% don’t) and NSW dwellings
numbers – latest ABS census data (2016)

Summer 2021-22
Queensland snapshot
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QLD summer
claims overview
Record summer wild weather
claims for Queensland
While the impact of the record flooding events that have hit south-east
Queensland is still being determined, Queensland recorded more wild
weather claims than any summer going back to 2015-16.

How summer 2021-22 compares - QLD

3.5k
3k
2.5k

Home claims in summer 2021-22

3,119

severe weather
home claims (23%
higher than the
previous record set
in summer 2019-20)

2k

74%

of all QLD home claims
were the result of severe
weather. This compares
to around 59% in a
typical QLD summer.

1.5k
1k
500
0

Motor claims in summer 2021-22

2,332

severe weather
motor claims

31%

of all motor claims
were caused by severe
weather. This compares
to around 27% in a
typical QLD summer.

15-16

STORM

16-17

HAIL

17-18

FLOOD

18-19

CYCLONE

19-20

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more
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20-21

21-22

EARTHQUAKE

QLD areas most impacted by
wild weather in summer 2021-22
The Moreton Bay region, Brisbane’s northern suburbs and the Gold Coast were the hardest hit regions in Queensland this summer, while the
Moreton Bay suburb of Caboolture recorded the most severe weather home and motor claims of any town or suburb in the state.
* Given the major storm and flooding which hit QLD in late February and early March, a detailed breakdown of these claims will feature in the autumn edition of the Tracker released in June.

Rank

4 5a
1
1

4

2
5

15

3
2
3 5b

Region

Rank

Towns/suburbs in QLD

1

Moreton Bay (15.6% of all claims)

1

Caboolture

2

Brisbane’s Northern Suburbs (11.2% of claims)

2

Southport

3

Gold Coast (10.4% of claims)

3

Capalaba

4

Sunshine Coast (9.2% of all claims)

4

Bracken Ridge

5

Logan-Beaudesert (8.7% of claims)

5a/5b

Maroochydore and Robina (equal)

QLD
community
14,128
preparedness

14,128

63/100

down from 66 in spring

More Queenslanders are concerned about the impact of climate
change and Queenslanders continue to lead the country when it
comes to taking action and feeling prepared.

68%
54%

are worried natural disasters are becoming more
frequent and severe (66% in spring)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(57% in spring)

73%

14,12814,128

14,128

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent
and severe
(71% in spring)

14,128

When NRMA Insurance asked Queenslanders what natural peril they were most
worried about causing damage to their properties, they said:
1. Hail

2. Heavy Rain

35%

18%

70+
16

-

3. Cyclones

17%

highest level of
concern nationally

4. Bushfire

Summer 2021-22
QLD wild weather
ready score *

5. Floods

13%14,12813%

6. Lightning

5%

The best prepared regions in Queensland are the Far-North and
North of Queensland (both with a self-assessed preparedness rating
of 70/100). The Darling Downs is the least prepared region (59/100).

55%

took steps during
spring to prepare their
home and family for
severe weather (down
from 63% in spring)

62%

say they plan
to take steps to
prepare in autumn
(down from 70%
in spring)

635,000
QLD households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (32%)

Our research shows that Queenslanders continue to be the best
prepared for severe weather in the country. However, as the tragic
rain and flooding crisis has highlighted, we unfortunately need to be
prepared for severe weather to get increasingly more intense and damaging.
That’s why it’s so vital for all of us to do what we can to prepare,
throughout the year. This includes having an emergency plan and kit,
and knowing how to stay as safe as you can when wild weather strikes.
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager, Natural Perils

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 1,005 QLD residents via
an online survey in February 2022. The score represents the average response for QLD residents to
the following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster?
Rate your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ and 100 being ‘as
prepared as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (68% feel prepared, 32% don’t) and QLD dwellings
numbers – latest ABS census data (2016)

Summer 2021-22
Australian Capital Territory snapshot
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BUSHFIRE
FLOOD
ACT summer
claims overview
Record seasonal storm damage in the ACT

14,128

The ACT recorded the highest number of home claims for storm damage in
a single season (going back to 2015), with above average wild weather claims
this summer.

14,128

6k

5k

Home claims in summer 2021-22

1,970

How summer 2021-22 compares - the ACT

4k

severe weather home claims
3k

2k

1,258

of these claims
were for storm
damage, a record
in the ACT

85%

of all home claims were the
result of severe weather in the
ACT. This compares to around
79% in a typical ACT summer.

1k

0
15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

Motor claims in summer 2021-22

1,553
18

severe weather
motor claims

47%

of all motor claims were
caused by severe weather.
This compares to around
52% in a typical ACT summer

STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

EARTHQUAKE

ACT suburbs most impacted
by wild weather in summer 2021-22
Dunlop, Latham, and Flynn were the hardest hit suburbs in the ACT this summer – making up over a quarter (27%) of all wild weather home and motor
claims in the ACT.

1 3
5 2

19

4

Rank

Suburbs in ACT

1

Dunlop (11.7% of claims)

2

Latham (9.3% of claims)

3

Flynn (6.2% of claims)

4

Hawker (4.9% of claims)

5

Macgregor (4.5% of claims)

14,128

ACT14,128
community
preparedness

84%
53%
14,128

56/100

up from 55 in spring

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (83% spring)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(50% in spring)

90%

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters more
frequent and severe
(same as spring 2021
and the highest in
the country)

14,128

14,128

14,128

When NRMA Insurance asked ACT residents what natural peril they were most
worried about causing damage to their properties, they said:
1. Hail

44%

highest level of
concern nationally
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2. Bushfire

3. Heavy Rain

34%14,12813%

4. Floods

4%

Spring 2021
ACT wild weather
ready score*

5. Cyclones

3%

6. Lightning

2%

46%

said they took steps
during summer to
prepare their home
and family for severe
weather (45% in spring)

60%

say they plan to
take steps to
prepare in autumn
(down from 70%
in spring)

80,000
ACT households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (49%)

Despite rising slightly since spring, the ACT consistently has
the lowest wild weather score. This means ACT residents rate
themselves as the least prepared in the country.
Hail damage is of particular concern to the community, and rightly
so given the impact ACT has taken from hail over the years. There are a
number of things you can do to reduce your risk of hail damage,
particularly when it comes to protecting your vehicle.
This includes avoiding driving or parking your car undercover, if
possible, or using a hail blanket.”
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager, Natural Perils

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 502 ACT residents via an
online survey in February 2022. The score represents the average response for ACT residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster? Rate
your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as prepared
as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (51% feel prepared, 49% don’t) and ACT dwellings numbers –
latest ABS census data (2016)

Summer 2021-22
South Australia snapshot
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SA summer
claims overview
More than 1 in 4 South Australian home
claims the result of wild weather this summer
However, despite parts of outback South Australia receiving record rainfall,
home claims in the state for wild weather were below the long term
summer average.

How summer 2021-22 compares - SA

2k
1.8k
1.6k
1.4k
1.2k

Home claims in summer 2021-22

276

severe weather
home claims

800

26%

of all SA home claims were
the result of severe weather.
This compares to around 36%
in a typical SA summer.

600
400
200
0

Motor claims in summer 2021-22

302

severe weather
motor claims

15-16

14%

of all motor claims caused
by severe weather. This
compares to around 13% in
a typical SA summer.

STORM

16-17

HAIL

17-18

FLOOD

18-19

CYCLONE

19-20

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more
Please note: South Australia claims data includes claims from both NRMA Insurance and SGIC – both brands in the IAG family.
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20-21

21-22

EARTHQUAKE

SA areas most impacted by
wild weather in summer 2021-22
Adelaide’s northern suburbs were the hardest hit region in South Australia this summer, while Port Augusta recorded the most severe weather home
and motor claims of any town or suburb in the state.

Rank

2b

1
3c
3b 1 3
3a 2

2
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SA regions

Rank

Towns/suburbs in SA

1

Adelaide – North (26% of claims)

1

Port Augusta

2

Adelaide – South (15.6% of claims)

2

Mount Gambier

3

Adelaide Hills (13.5% of claims)

3a, 3b, 3c

Happy Valley, Seaton, Tennyson (equal)

14,128

SA community
14,128
preparedness

Summer 2021-22
SA wild weather
ready score

60/100*

The inaugural research that NRMA Insurance has undertaken in South
Australia reveals that while the state feels better prepared than other
parts of the country for natural disasters (with the second highest ‘wild
weather ready score’) most residents still aren’t taking action.

69%
45%

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (national average
is 72%)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(national average
is 51%)

14,128

75%
14,128

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent and
severe (national
average is 78%)

14,12814,128

When NRMA Insurance asked SA residents what natural peril they were most worried
about causing damage to their properties, they said:
1. HeavyRain

30%

2. Bushfire

3. Hail

28%14,12824%

4. Lightning

9%

5. Floods

7%

Please note: South Australia claims data includes claims from both NRMA Insurance and SGIC – both brands in the IAG family.
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6. Cyclones

3%

48%

took steps during
summer to prepare
for severe weather
(national average
is 49%)

53%

plan to take steps
to prepare in
autumn (national
average is 59%)

306,000
SA households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (40%)

Our research reveals that South Australians are less worried about
severe weather and less likely to have an emergency plan or kit
ready. They are also less likely to have recently taken steps to
prepare, and less likely to plan to in the next three months.
This is concerning given the significant wild weather damage in South
Australia each year. Our advice is simple, doing little things now can
make a big difference when the next severe weather event hits.
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager, Natural Perils

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 505 SA residents via an
online survey in February 2022. The score represents the average response for SA residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster? Rate
your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as prepared
as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (60% feel prepared, 40% don’t) and SA dwellings numbers –
latest ABS census data (2016)

Summer 2021-22
Western Australia snapshot

25

WA summer
claims overview
Lowest summer wild weather claims
despite record heat and bushfires

14,128

Despite bushfires impacting many parts of the state, Western Australia
recorded the lowest number of summer wild weather home claims going
back to 2015-16.

How summer 2021-22 compares - WA
1.4k
1.2k

Home claims in summer 2021-22

1k

severe weather home claims – the lowest in a summer for WA
(storm damage accounted for 89% of these peril claims)

341

29

800
600
400

bushfire claims

25%

of all WA home claims were
the result of severe weather.
This compares to around 37%
in a typical WA summer.

200
0
15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

20-21

21-22

Motor claims in summer 2021-22

1,098

severe weather
motor claims

31%

of all motor claims were
caused by severe weather.
Roughly on average for a
WA summer.

Please note: Western Australia claims data includes claims from NRMA Insurance and SGIO – both brands in the IAG family.
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STORM

HAIL

FLOOD

CYCLONE

BUSHFIRE

Hover over each category to find out more

EARTHQUAKE

WA areas most impacted by
wild weather in summer 2021-22
The south-east suburbs of Perth were the hardest hit regions in WA this summer, while the suburbs of Forrestfield, Canning Vale and the town of
Margaret River recorded the most severe weather home and motor claims of any town or suburb in the state.

Rank

5b

3
2
1
5c 2 4a
4b 4
1
5a 5
3
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WA regions

Rank

Towns/suburbs in WA

1

South-East Perth (19.8% of claims)

1

Forrestfield

2

North-West Perth (12.9% of claims)

2

Canning Vale

3

Wheatbelt (12.3% of claims)

3

Margaret River

4

North-East Perth (12.2% of claims)

4a/4b

High Wycombe and Perth CBD (equal)

5

South-West Perth (10.1% of claims)

5a/5b/5c

Bunbury, Geraldton and Mandurah (equal)

14,128

WA community
14,128
preparedness

Summer 2021-22
WA wild weather
ready score

57/100*

The inaugural research that NRMA Insurance has undertaken in Western
Australia shows after a summer of bushfires and extreme heat, concern
about climate change is high. The state also feels less prepared for natural
disasters than those in other parts of the country.

71%
52%

are worried natural disasters are becoming
more frequent and severe (national average
is 72%)

took steps during
summer to prepare
for severe weather
(national average is 49%)

have an emergency
plan or kit ready
(national average
is 51%)

14,128
80%

14,12814,12814,128

believe climate
change is making
natural disasters
more frequent and
severe (national
average is 78%)

When NRMA Insurance asked WA residents what natural peril they were most worried
about causing damage to their properties, they said:
1. Bushfire

2. Heavy Rain

36%14,12829%

highest level of
concern nationally
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50%

3. Hail

16%

4. Lightning

8%

5. Cyclones

6. Floods

6%

5%

62%

plan to take steps
to prepare in
autumn (national
average is 59%)

460,000
WA households don’t
feel prepared** to
respond in the event
of severe weather or
natural disasters (43%)

Western Australians rate themselves as being among those least
prepared for severe weather in the country.
Our research shows that nearly three quarters of WA residents are worried that
wild weather is becoming more frequent and severe. It’s important
that this concern translates to action that helps you and your family
be better prepared. Little things like clearing your gutters, removing
overhanging branches and checking your insurance is up to date can
all make a big difference when the worst happens.
Mark Leplastrier, NRMA Insurance Executive Manager, Natural Perils

* The wild weather ready score is based on a self-assessment completed by 505 WA residents via an
online survey in February 2022. The score represents the average response for WA residents to the
following: How prepared are you to respond in the event of severe weather or a natural disaster? Rate
your preparedness on a scale from 1 to 100, with 1 being ‘not prepared at all’ to 100 being ‘as prepared
as I can be’ ** Based on survey findings (57% feel prepared, 43% don’t) and WA dwellings numbers –
latest ABS census data (2016)

Australian
Resilience Corps
NRMA Insurance is proud to be the
founding partner of a new volunteer
initiative to help prepare and protect
communities from disasters.
The Australian Resilience Corps has been developed by Minderoo
Foundation with founding partner NRMA Insurance to create a national
network of volunteers uniquely trained to help prepare Australians against
natural disasters and extreme weather.
The Corps trains and connects volunteers with existing community-led
volunteer organisations to support work that helps communities at risk of
natural disasters shift their focus from recovery to resilience.
To succeed in building community resilience, we know we need to
collaborate with others. That is why we are a founding partner of The Corps.

South_agency via Getty Images

Join the Australian Resilience Corps
By visiting resiliencecorps.org.au would-be volunteers can complete training and learn about essential topics that can help you plan-ahead of future disasters and
reduce the risk of impact. They will also be able to connect with volunteer organisations aligned with their skills and interests to help communities in need.
Later in 2022, volunteers will be able to join activities in communities to help them prepare for fires and floods through volunteer musters.
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Resources and contacts
IAG Climate and Disaster Resilience Action Plan

Queensland SES

www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/climate-disaster-resilience-action-plan

ses.qld.gov.au

Severe weather factsheets

Western Australia Department of
Fire and Emergency Services

IAG has released fact sheets on bushfire, flood and tropical cyclones
to help educate Australians and encourage them to take action to
prepare themselves and their homes for these weather events.

dfes.wa.gov.au

www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/severe-weather-fact-sheets

ses.sa.gov.au

Severe Weather in a Changing Climate report

Bureau of Meteorology

IAG partnered with the US National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) on this report, which reviews and interprets the
latest climate science to understand how climate change is impacting
the severity and frequency of severe weather events, and what is
likely to happen in the future.

bom.gov.au

www.iag.com.au/severe-weather-changing-climate

CONTACT US

State Emergency Services

Media enquiries

Australian Capital Territory Emergency Services Agency
esa.act.gov.au

New South Wales SES
ses.nsw.gov.au
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South Australia SES

Insurance Council of Australia
understandinsurance.com.au

Phone: +61 2 9292 9742
CorporateAffairs@iag.com.au

Contact NRMA Insurance
Phone: 132 132 (7am–10pm)
Outside Australia: +61 2 8661 7307

Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
NSW Region vs Region
NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score by NSW region
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Summer Rank Region

Score summer 21-22 Score change (spring-summer)

1 (+3)

Mid-North Coast (Port Macquarie and Coffs Harbour)

71

2

2 (+3)

The North Coast (including Grafton and Ballina)

70

2

3 (=)

Newcastle and The Hunter

66

-4

4 (+3)

Illawarra and the South Coast

63

-2

5 (+6)

The Riverina (e.g. Wagga Wagga and Griffith)

61

2

6 (+3)

Southern Sydney (incl. Cronulla and The Shire)

60

-1

7 (-1)

Central Coast

60

-7

8 (+4)

Inner Sydney (incl. CBD, Surry Hills and Inner West)

59

2

8 (-4)

Far South Coast (e.g. Merimbula and Eden)

59

-10

8 (-7)

New England (including Armidale)

59

-18

9 (+4)

Eastern Sydney (Randwick, Bondi etc)

57

1

9 (+2)

Western Sydney (incl. Parramatta, Hills, Blacktown & Penrith)

57

-2

10 (-8)

Western NSW (including Dubbo and Bathurst)

56

-15

11 (-1)

Southern Tablelands (Goulburn, Queanbeyan, Snowy Mountains)

55

-5

12 (-4)

Northern Sydney (incl. Northern Beaches and North Shore)

54

-10

Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
QLD Region vs Region
NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score by QLD region
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Summer Rank Region

Score Summer 21-22

Score change (spring-summer)

1 (+1)

Far North Queensland (incl. Cairns)

70

1

1 (+2)

North Queensland (incl. Townsville)

70

2

2 (-1)

Wide Bay Burnett (incl. Bundaberg, Fraser Coast)

69

-4

3 (+3)

Mackay, Isaac and the Whitsundays

67

3

4 (=)

Sunshine Coast

65

-2

5 (+2)

Greater Brisbane

62

-2

6 (-2)

Gold Coast

61

-6

7 (-4)

Central Queensland (incl. Gladstone, Rockhampton and Longreach)

60

-8

8 (-3)

Darling Downs South West (incl. Toowoomba)

59

-7

Appendix: Summer 2021-22 – A seasonal comparison
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Black
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Hover over each category to find out more
All seasons - Peril claims only - All States 1/9/2015-28/2/2022
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